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About MBA (Law)

Campus Engagement Activities & Corporate Projects

The MBA (Law) programme is India’s first of its kind program,
designed to fulfil the needs of contemporary business ecosystem.
The program offers a unique blend of courses streaming from
business laws and various facets of management. Introduced by
India’s leading B-school, School of Business Management,
NMIMS, Mumbai the program exemplifies excellence in all the
areas, including academics, faculty, learning infrastructure,
technology and industry reach.

The School of Business Management uses the case based teaching
method as one of its major pedagogical tools to bring to the
classroom real world business scenarios that provide compelling
opportunities amidst challenging settings. The emphasis here is on
practical knowledge and personalized learning.

This full-time two year on campus program covers business
economics, operations and decision sciences, statistical analysis,
marketing, human resources, strategy, communication skills,
finance and sixteen high level law courses. Students are engaged
through lectures, presentations, case studies and assignments that
ensure regular interaction with professional’s from industry.
Academia also includes a comprehensive research paper to be
prepared by the students under the guidance of an subject matter
expert which is evaluated as part of the curriculum.
The nascent MBA program is being warmly accepted by the
companies and they are curious to watch the students perform in the
coveted roles offered by them.

Keeping up with its pedagogy, students of MBA (Law) got a
chance to interact with legal executives of top companies and know
the nitty gritty in the nature of work and upcoming issues with
respect to the work profiles. Leaders from HUL, Reliance,
Accenture, Marico, DSK Legal, IDBI, Axis Bank, Viacom 18,
Proctor & Gamble, Avantis, Kotak Mahindra Bank, Thomson
Reuters, and Ernst & Young etc. enlightened students with live
cases from industry and provided insights on various laws.
Experts conducted workshops to help students’ hone the required
skills including MS Excel, GDPI, CV preparation, Mock interview,
Digital Marketing, etc. Students also got exposure through
corporate projects undertaken during the year with companies like
ICICI Prudential, Viacom 18, Metasis Legal, Dialogue etc.

Summer Internships

Final Placements

Summer Internships are an integral aspect of every MBA program,
offering students an opportunity to collaborate with the corporate
world and put their newly acquired skills and knowledge to
practice. The loyalty showcased by the corporate world is a
testament to the fact that companies remain keen on hiring from
NMIMS Mumbai.

The exceptional performance shown by the students of MBA (Law)
batch of 2016-2018 in their internships and corporate projects
earned plaudits from top corporates.

The students of MBA (Law) interned at leading companies
including ICICI Bank, Marsh India, Marico, L&T Technology,
Kotak Bank, Radius Developers, HPCL and GMR.
Diversified profiles in areas such as Legal, Compliance, Finance,
Industrial Relations, Contract Manager and Marketing, were
offered to the students.

The process of recruitment affirmed faith and confidence of
industry in students. They could witness offers for multi-functional
profiles as expected from this NextGen programme.
The final placement season for the first batch of the program saw
participation from biggest names in the industry of Consulting,
Real estate, Legal, IT, BFSI and offers were made to the
participants in various domains such as Consultancy, Legal, Audit,
Sales & Business development, Finance and Operations.

Highest Package

Highest Stipend

10.80 LPA

70,000
CORPORATE PARTNERS

Email: MBALAW.Placement@nmims.edu

